
A Bunch 1671 

Chapter 1671: What does it have to do with me? 

“Everyone from Spark Academy? This way, please…” 

The person in charge of welcoming them was from the etiquette department of the Bronze Academy. 

He was an authentic bronze priestess. He had the rough skeleton of a bronze dwarf, but he had a valiant 

beauty. Moreover, he did not look old, he seemed to be a junior just like them. 

Grandpa Lu followed closely behind his thigh and sized him up curiously. 

Before coming, he had heard from his teacher that the entire mission would be handled by the younger 

generation themselves. The groups of the various academies.., how to organize manpower, how to 

analyze intelligence, how to distribute the mission and how to fight for the benefits of their own team, 

etc. . The elders did not interfere! 

It seemed to be a test for the younger generation as well. 

 

“It’s been a few months, but your aura is much purer, Reina.”Carmen, who was the leader, stood at the 

front and looked at the other party. He generously performed the etiquette of his clan. He was vigorous 

and rough, full of a forthright temperament. 

The priest on the opposite side smiled. “Senior Carmen, you flatter me. There’s still a gap between us…” 

The two seemed to be very familiar with each other, and soon they began to chat. 

“Boss seems to be very familiar with the people here. It seems that we won’t be bullied here…”Grandpa 

Lu muttered in a low voice. 

“Can you be a little more promising?” 

Amanda finally couldn’t help but glance at him. 

Jane laughed. “You call me boss so easily…” 

Grandpa Lu rolled his eyes. “If you’re the best, I’ll call you boss too…” 

Jane was stunned. For a moment, she realized that she couldn’t refute him… 

Amanda sneered. “Do you think that all the strong people like lackeys?” 

Grandpa Lu said, “The strong people don’t necessarily need lackeys, but those who aren’t strong people 

definitely don’t have lackeys…” 

Amanda:”…” 

“Shameless…”after being stunned for a long time, Amanda finally said this, and Jane rolled her eyes at 

Grandpa Lu in amusement. 



The group followed them for another 15 minutes or so. Grandpa Lu approached Jane and whispered, 

“By the way, who is that woman? At first glance, I feel that she is very dignified. She should be a big 

shot, right?” 

Jane was stunned. She still could not react to such a natural question, so she asked directly, “Why are 

you asking me?” 

Grandpa Lu said, “If I ask that white-haired girl, she probably won’t care about me…” 

Jian laughed and said, “I’ll care about you?” 

Grandpa Lu nodded. “I feel that you’re easier to talk to…” 

“Ha…”jian couldn’t help but laugh. She felt that this silly bird was a little interesting. … 

“That woman’s name is Reina, a senior martial priest of the Bronze Academy. Last year, she was ranked 

13th in the social gathering singles ranking. She’s a celebrity. Before the birth of the royal family, she 

was the trump card of Holy Light Academy!” 

“Eh? She’s not a priest?” 

“You don’t even know that?”? Sure enough, she’s a native… “…”Jian rolled his eyes. “The bronze clan 

only believes in the sacred light, so naturally, priests only come from the Sacred Light Academy. Of the 

three trump cards of the Sacred Light Academy, two of them are priests. One is a judge priest, and the 

other is a martial priest!” 

“Oh, Oh…”Grandpa Lu hurriedly nodded. In his heart, he thought to himself, what major did Feng 

Doudou choose? 

Soon, they arrived at a very magnificent hall through the teleportation array under Reina’s guidance. 

“This is the deliberation hall that Holy Light Academy used for young adjudicators to practice. It was 

temporarily used as the council hall before we went to hemlock forest…”Reina explained with a smile. 

“Oh…”everyone looked around. Even the noble-born Amanda and the others were slightly startled when 

they saw the facilities around them. 

Most of the bronze dwarves’buildings were built in a very imposing manner. They never skimped on 

materials and space. It was completely different from the delicate and beautiful style of the elves. The 

Hall of judgment in front of them was built in a majestic and magnificent way, it was extremely shocking 

to see it. 

When they thought about how a judge would judge in such an environment, they felt a sense of 

excitement. Grandpa suddenly felt a little envious of the people who were judges… … 

“Doudou!” 

Just as the few of them were immersed in the magnificent environment of the hall, Reina clapped her 

hands and called out to the people below. 

Very quickly, a beautiful elf dressed in a red godly robe jogged over. 



His grandfather was momentarily stunned. When the other party was called Doudou just now, he had a 

premonition. He didn’t expect it to really be this fellow… … 

“Senior sister, what are your orders?”Feng Doudou, dressed in red, jogged over and asked with a smile. 

What a beautiful Elf! ! 

One of the people from the Spark Academy was stunned. At this moment, Feng Doudou was wearing a 

red divine robe that was unique to the Holy Light Academy. He was equipped with a pure bloodline, 

making him appear incomparably noble. In addition to his originally fierce temperament, he appeared 

even more elegant.., everyone couldn’t help but take a few more glances at him. 

“These are the guests from the Spark Academy. You will be in charge of entertaining them today. The 

rooms have already been arranged for them. You can directly bring them over. If they need anything in 

the future, you can contact them from top to bottom…” 

“Yes, Senior!”Feng Doudou nodded with a smile. His bright and cheerful face made Reina nod slightly. 

She had a good impression of this hardworking newcomer. Although he was teacher Baird’s student, he 

was not arrogant at all. His attitude was meticulous and he respected his seniors. Although he was a 

native, she had a good impression of him. 

“I still have to go pick up the people from Tirefarson Academy, so I’ll take my leave first…”Reina smiled 

apologetically at the crowd. 

“It’s fine, you go ahead and don’t worry about us…”Carmen waved his hand casually. 

“Alright, we’ll talk later during dinner. If there’s anything you need, just let her know…”Reina pointed at 

Feng Doudou and gave him a few more instructions before leaving with the two priests behind her. 

“Seniors and seniors…”after Reina left, Feng Doudou walked forward and said with a smile, “You must 

be tired from the long journey. How about I lead you to your rooms to rest?” 

Compared to Reina, Feng Doudou was dressed in a solemn and elegant divine robe, which was more in 

line with the aesthetic standards of most people. When he smiled, even Carmen, who was in the front 

row, paused for a moment. 

As a noble, he had seen many beautiful elves, but this was the first time he had seen such a beautiful 

elf… … 

“Even the priestess of the prestigious Bronze Academy, who received etiquette, has a native mixed in?” 

Just as everyone was attracted by this beautiful elf, a cold voice came from the team, interrupting their 

momentary daze. Immediately, they frowned and looked at the person who spoke behind them. 

It was Amanda. 

Feng Doudou’s face was still full of smiles. These days, because of his native status, he had been 

ridiculed by the noble children more than once or twice. In order to earn credits, he had to face these 

stinking faces quite often. 



The smile on her face didn’t change as she said gently, “I’m sorry. I’m not part of the priestess’team. The 

academy doesn’t intend to delay the lessons of the priestess’students. Therefore, we are here to receive 

the people from the bronze academy who are participating in the operation hemlock forest this time!” 

Everyone was stunned when they heard that. This guy in front of them was also participating in this 

operation? 

“It seems that your academy doesn’t attach much importance to this operation…”Amanda sneered. 

“Even the aborigines can participate…” 

Feng Doudou looked at him with a smile. “Isn’t there a native in your team?” 

Grandpa Lu:”…” 

Gan… What does it have to do with me? ? 

Chapter 1672: I’m really looking forward to it… 

“Amanda, don’t Be Rude!” 

Carmen was the first to react and immediately berated Amanda. 

Amanda bit her lip slightly. When she saw Feng Doudou, whose expression didn’t change, but whose 

temperament was so eye-catching, her heart once again felt stifled. These damn defilers! 

“I’m sorry…”Carmen smiled apologetically. “I’ll bring her to apologize to you…” 

Feng Doudou nodded slightly, but didn’t say anything. It wasn’t good to make too much of a fuss. She 

had received a lot of credits for this reception job, and she didn’t want to mess it up. After all, she was 

short of credits… … 

 

“Seniors, if you’re tired, I’ll bring you to the resting room to settle down?” 

“Oh, there’s no need for that…”. “…”. Carmen smiled. “I want to take a look around. Also, I heard from 

Reina that the people from the Tirefarson Academy will be coming soon. There are some familiar faces, 

so I wanted to greet them first…”. “…”. “Oh, right, which of the academies on the list have already 

arrived?” 

Feng Doudou: “The Starry Sky Academy, the Divine Arcana Academy, and the Royal Elven Academy of 

Atlan have already arrived. Right now, the people from the three academies are all chatting in the East 

Hall…”as he spoke, Feng Doudou pointed to the other side. 

“Oh, the people from Divine Arcana Academy have arrived?”Carmen raised his eyebrows. It was obvious 

that he wasn’t too good with the people from that academy. 

“Yes, they arrived in the morning…” 

“Alright, I’ll go over there and take a look…”Carmen said as he looked at the people behind him. “What 

about you guys?” 



Jane said, “I want to go over and take a look too. It just so happens that I have two friends from Atlan 

Academy…” 

Amanda said, “Is Starry Sky Academy already here? I heard that senior Arthas is leading the team this 

time?” 

At this time, Amanda’s eyes lit up, and she was obviously excited. 

“It seems that they don’t want to go to rest now…”Carmen scratched his head in embarrassment. 

“It’s okay…”Feng Doudou smiled. “I’ve been helping in the hall. When you need to go back to your room, 

just call me…” 

“Then I’ll have to trouble you…” 

“You’re a guest from afar, it’s my duty…” 

“That…”at this time, Grandpa Lu, who had been silent all this time, finally spoke. “Boss, I’m a little 

sleepy, so I won’t accompany you guys…” 

Hearing this, Carmen turned to look at Grandpa Lu, then nodded. He turned to Feng Doudou and said 

with a smile, “This is our youngest junior. I’ll have to trouble you…” 

“It’s okay…”Feng Doudou looked at his Grandpa with a faint smile. 

The few of them didn’t waste any more time. After saying a few words, they bid farewell to each other 

and walked toward the East Hall that Feng Doudou had mentioned. 

“Amanda…” 

On the way, Carmen lowered his voice and said, “If you continue to be so rude, you better go back!” 

Amanda was stunned and immediately pouted. “You’re just a lowly Aborigine…” 

“Lowly native?”Carmen turned around and looked coldly at him, “In a while, demon star from the 

Tirefarson Academy will come as well. He was born a native too, if you’re tough enough, you can go and 

mock him later, I Won’t Stop You, how about it?” 

“I…”Amanda’s face instantly flushed red, biting her lips tightly. 

What was so great about it? What is the difference between these lucky indigenous people who possess 

such a good lineage, but can not pass it on, squandering resources, and squeezing the space of those of 

us who truly contribute to the universe? 

———- — 

“Boss all come…”on the other side, Feng Doudou led Grandpa Lu to the place to rest, low voice taunt 

way: “Rain woman no melon if heard don’t know what will think?” 

“Hehe…”Grandpa Lu chuckled. “We’ve changed places. We have to change our thighs. Otherwise, how 

are we going to survive?” 

“PFFT…” 



Grandpa Lu: “By the way… Why did you become a receptionist?” 

Feng Doudou: “I lack academic credits. Forget about receiving, I’ve been a bodyguard, a housekeeper, 

and even a sister-in-law!” 

“Yue Sao? You still have this skill?”Lu Grandpa stared wide-eyed, the face is full of admiration. 

Feng Dou Dou covered his head. “Of course I didn’t. But that day, I met that child who had just been 

born. He looked at me and kept smiling. As soon as I left, he cried. He cried so much that the family 

asked me if I would help them take care of the child… “…”. “…” 

“Uh… you agreed?” 

“I didn’t want to agree at first…”Feng Doudou curled his lips. “But that family is a well-known academic 

professor in the school, and they gave me a lot of credits…” 

His Grandpa’s face twitched. It turned out that they gave him too much… 

“It seems that you’re not doing well…”his grandpa suddenly felt a little proud. Under the care of his 

teacher, he was doing a decent job of participating in academic research. He also had decent credits, 

unlike the other party, who even had bodyguards and a sister-in-law. … 

Feng Doudou’s face twitched, and he immediately changed the topic. “Who was that white-haired guy 

just now? He was asking for a beating!” 

His grandfather: “That white-haired guy is very powerful. I heard that she was one of the top 100 

experts in the last social gathering. If she hadn’t been broken by demon star, she could have even made 

it into the top 30. You shouldn’t provoke her…” 

Feng Doudou: “Why Are You So Cowardly?” 

“Is this a question of cowardice?”His grandfather immediately exploded. “This is called being cautious. 

There’s only one fate out there, so we have to be careful. Besides, we can’t beat them anyway, so why 

should we be abused?” 

Feng Doudou: “Have you fought with them before?” 

“No…” 

Feng Doudou: “Then, how do you know that you can’t beat them?” 

“We’ll know after analyzing it…”his grandfather said matter-of-factly. “Most of those seniors are 

children of the nobility, and they have more resources than us. Their school years are longer than ours, 

and their life levels are higher than ours. Have you fought with your head before?” 

“These are just statistics…”Feng Doudou narrowed his eyes and said, “We’ll only know if we can really 

fight…” 

“TSK, you’re just a boorish man. I Won’t talk to you…” 

Feng Doudou: “You’re just a coward…” 



“Bah!”Grandpa Lu was so angry that he glared at him. “You’re not a coward. Have you fought with those 

seniors of yours? That Reina just now, weren’t you very respectful in front of her?” 

Feng Doudou: “That’s because she introduced me to a reception job. She has a lot of credits and is a 

friendly senior. Isn’t it natural for me to be respectful? This is different from me not being able to beat 

her…” 

“Then, have you beaten her?” 

“I haven’t had the chance yet…”Feng Doudou shook his head. “But I don’t think I’ll lose…” 

“Cheh… you’re just bragging…”his grandfather immediately rolled his eyes. 

Did he really think that they were at the Mars Base? Did this guy think that he was invincible outside just 

because he had defeated all the players in the base? Didn’t he look at the size of the group? 

“Forget it, let’s not talk about this. Where are the others? How many have come? We’ll gather for a 

meeting later. We D Ball Players still need to form a group in private, right?” 

“I don’t think we can report it…”. Feng Doudou shook his head. “I have a rough understanding of this 

mission in advance. Every school has a team leader leading the team. They enter the hemlock forest 

from different directions. Normally, they wouldn’t meet each other. If they met each other, they would 

basically find the same clues and Rush together. In such a situation, the two teams would probably fight. 

It was impossible to form a group openly “…”. “…” 

“Damn… does that mean we really have to go our separate ways this time?” 

“I think so!”Feng Doudou smiled, a hint of excitement flashing in his eyes. 

The fellow countrymen who had come out of Ball D were now in different top universities. What kind of 

sparks would appear when they collided? 

I’m really looking forward to it… 

Chapter 1673: No Fighting is allowed here… 

“AH? Why are we waiting for those who are late? Aren’t we far away from them?” 

As soon as Carmen led his fellow disciples to the East Hall, they heard a voice that sounded like muffled 

thunder. Everyone looked up and saw the owner of the voice. 

It was a huge bronze-colored man who looked like a bronze statue. When he got excited, his blood 

vessels seemed to be on fire, burning his originally bronze-colored skin red. Anyone who looked at him 

would know that he was from the Divine Arcana Academy! 

Carmen’s face turned slightly cold. It was obvious that he didn’t have a good impression of the people 

from the Divine Arcana Academy. 

Grandpa Lu, on the other hand, sized him up curiously. This was the second time he had seen a member 

of the Divine Arcana Race. He had heard that when the race got excited, their bodies would be like 

burning iron. It turned out to be true. What an interesting bloodline. 



 

However, he didn’t go closer to take a look out of curiosity. According to the information, most of the 

members of the Divine Arcana race were hot-tempered. It was easy to get beaten up if they stared at 

their red-hot bodies, moreover, it seemed that Spark Academy did not have a good relationship with the 

Divine Olympians. 

The reason seemed to come from a historical grudge. The founder of Spark Warrior branch of Spark 

Academy was a descendant of the giant spirit race. It was said that back then, he was ostracized by the 

bronze academy in all sorts of ways. He suffered all sorts of unfair treatment and was even bullied 

before, after advancing to the Heaven’s origin realm, he gathered a bunch of like-minded friends and 

founded Spark Academy. His goal was to provide a fairer environment for the descendants of this major 

to grow up! 

In fact, as one of the top ten academies in the federation, the anti-foreign attitude of the Divine Arcana 

Academy had not been improved. This was also one of the points that their academy had been 

criticized. 

“Yo, the people from the Fake Academy are here?” 

The burly man who had been yelling at the reception staff of the Bronze Academy earlier saw Carmen 

and the others. He instantly changed his target, and his tone became crafty and mean. 

This kind of giant-like burly man became crafty, and the red color in his blood immediately turned black 

and red. It looked extremely interesting… … 

“Yo, I was wondering who it was… so it’s the eighth from the Authentic Academy?”Carmen sneered at 

the other party and said! 

The other party deliberately emphasized the two words ‘authentic’and ‘eighth’. When the burly man 

heard it, he immediately let out a boom and his entire body turned red. When the crowd heard the 

sound of boiling water, they couldn’t help but take two steps back. 

The people of the Divine Ao clan were famous for their hot temper. There were many instances of them 

fighting each other out of a disagreement. Carmen had poked the other party’s sore spot. This fellow 

might even erupt… … 

The old people present basically knew about the grudges between the two sides… … 

The Starfire warrior profession actually originated from the Divine Ao Academy. The Divine ao academy 

had a profession called the divine forging warrior. It was a divine craftsman who modified it and used 

divine fire to forge himself, forming a unique warrior system. 

When the creator of the Starfire Academy graduated from the Divine Arcanum Academy, he had passed 

down this class to another school. He had joined the concept of the star core and created a unique 

Starfire warrior system, making it famous in the universe. 

However, in the eyes of the divine arcanists, this was plagiarism! 

This was also the reason why the Divine Arcanists would call the Starfire Academy a fake academy. In 

their eyes, the Starfire Academy was a fake academy that plagiarized their academy’s class. 



Eighth Brother’s title originated from the previous interstellar fellowship. The Hunk’s name was Ba lie, 

and he was the last batch’s ace Divine Blacksmith Warrior of the Shen Ao Academy. In the end, in the 

fellowship, his single ranking was actually one rank lower than Spark Academy’s Carmen, and he was 

ranked eighth, after he returned, he was greatly ridiculed. Even the local media had called this result the 

shame of the Shen Ao Academy! 

Ba Lie had also been ridiculed for more than a year. Now that Carmen’s old matter had been brought up 

again, he was naturally burning with anger! 

“What?”Carmen looked at Ba Lie, who was so angry that his entire body was red. He still sneered and 

said, “Are you not convinced, eighth brother?” 

“Senior Carmen?” 

The one in charge of receiving the East Hall was a golden-haired bronze warrior priest. When he saw this 

scene, he immediately panicked. If the two of them were to fight, he might have to bear the 

responsibility… … 

The key was that both priest Renault and captain Olaf had gone out to fetch people. If they were to 

fight, no one on their side would be able to stop them… … 

When he thought of this, he hurriedly tried to calm both sides with words. “Senior Carmen, you must be 

tired after coming all the way here, right? Why Don’t I bring you to your room to rest first?” 

“Ha…”Carmen smiled coldly. “I think the guy across from me needs to rest more. Or you can go and 

inform the medical staff directly, so that they won’t be in a hurry to save him later!” 

“Ha… you really dare to say it, little chicken. The medical staff is calling for you, right?”Ba lie grinned 

hideously. The red heat on his body shrank instead, as if he had already controlled his emotions. 

However, those who were familiar with him knew that this meant that the other party had absorbed all 

the energy into his heart and was completely in combat mode! 

“The two of you…”the receptionist’s scalp immediately went numb. What was the situation with these 

two guys? Why did they disagree to such an extent? Was it gunpowder? Ignited at a single point? 

“Go to the side, Little Priestess!”Ba Lie’s voice became much lower. “You are not qualified to be the 

peacemaker…” 

The receptionist’s face immediately turned red. She was furious, but she did not dare to refute… … 

He was naturally an outstanding noble who was able to participate in the incident in the hemlock forest. 

However, he was still a distance away from the two aces of the academy. However, he was still the host. 

This member of the Shenao clan… He was as arrogant as the rumors said… 

Thinking of this, he could only retreat with a red face and secretly contact the higher-ups! 

“Today, I will let everyone know that your ranking is actually nothing…”ba lie stretched his muscles and 

bones. The sound of firecrackers being emitted from his bones immediately made people tremble in 

fear… 



“You care so much about nothing? Eighth Brother, you have to admit that your skills are inferior to 

others!”Carmen chuckled. The muscles all over his body instantly tensed up, and a flame of anger 

emerged from his nostrils. It was obvious that the heart flame in his heart had already been activated! 

“We’ll know soon if you’re not as good as others!”After Ba lie entered combat mode, he became 

frighteningly calm. This was the characteristic of the Divine Ao clan. 

He seemed to be easily agitated, but once he entered combat mode, he was even calmer and calmer 

than many ranger-born hunters. 

“I’m afraid that you won’t be able to take the second blow of the news when you go back!”Carmen 

continued to insult the other party, but his body entered its optimal state with a very serious expression. 

He knew very well that this fellow in front of him was a very difficult enemy to deal with, the last time 

he was ranked one place higher than the other party, he did not get it from a direct confrontation. If 

they really fought, he might not be able to win! 

But he could not back down. The Starfire Academy’s Warrior Branch had always had a school motto, 

which was to never back down when encountering the members of the Divine Arcana Race! 

The two of them were at daggers drawn, and the people around them, whether it was the space elves or 

the people of the Atlan Academy, were all watching coldly from the side, as if they did not want to 

interfere! 

In fact, interfering would not benefit them at all. The people from the Divine Austrian race were 

extremely arrogant, and even if they interfered, they might not listen to you. Moreover, the two of them 

were evenly matched in terms of strength, and if they fought, it would be a good opportunity to see 

their strengths and weaknesses, it would also be advantageous for them to compete for the next 

mission 

There was no point in interfering at all! 

“Hey!” 

Just when everyone thought that this battle could not be stopped, a faint voice sounded, “What are you 

guys doing? You Can’t Fight Here!” 

Everyone looked over, only to discover that an elf wearing a divine robe had walked over. Many of them 

had an impression of this elf. He was the receptionist in the West Hall… … 

After taking a look, everyone shifted their gazes away and continued to look at Carmen and Ba Lie. This 

was because they knew that it was impossible for someone at the level of a receptionist to stop this 

battle… 

As expected, both Carmen and Ba lie did not even turn their heads to look at each other. They only 

focused on their opponents. Their auras instantly soared, and the situation was on the verge of breaking 

out! 

“Heh…” 

Just as everyone once again focused on the two who were about to fight, the red-clothed elf suddenly 

appeared between them with a very serious expression. “I’ll say it again, no fighting is allowed here! !” 



Everyone:”…” 

Chapter 1674: Little Girl, I’ll give you some face… … 

“It’s that guy?” 

The eyes of the students who came with Carmen flashed with a hint of surprise. After all, they had seen 

each other just now and had a deeper impression of each other… … 

“Reckless! !”Amanda was the first to react and sneered. Sure enough, these aborigines were all stupid. 

They never knew what they were… … 

Carmen frowned and said in a low voice, “Classmate, it’s a personal grudge. Stay away from it. Be careful 

not to get hurt…” 

Feng Doudou turned around and glanced at him. He still replied mechanically, “Settle your personal 

grudge outside. No fighting is allowed here…” 

 

Carmen was stunned. He immediately felt that it was a little funny. This guy was quite bold, not to 

mention other things… 

Forget it, it wasn’t good to be like this in someone else’s territory… 

Just as he was about to calm things down, he heard Ba Lie’s muffled voice, “Get lost! !” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he crashed over like a war chariot! 

This guy! 

Carmen’s expression tensed up. He quickly tightened his muscles again and assumed a defensive stance. 

However, when he raised his head, he was instantly stunned because he realized that Ba lie was 

charging over aggressively, however, that little elf girl had no intention of dodging at all! 

Oh No! ! 

Carmen instantly charged forward. The good impression he had towards that Elf disappeared without a 

trace. Although Ba lie was aggressive, his speed was not fast. It was impossible that the other party did 

not react in time, but he still stood in place, did he think that Ba lie would not dare to make a move on 

him because he was from the Bronze Academy? 

Idiot! 

“He’s indeed an idiot! !”Not far away, Amanda sneered even more when she saw this scene. So what if 

he was from the Bronze Academy? The people of the Shen Ao clan were enraged. Even the heavenly 

king dared to make a move on him. He didn’t even have the common sense to make a move on him. 

Aboriginals were indeed aboriginals. They were all a bunch of ignorant idiots! 

The surrounding people who were watching this scene also frowned. They didn’t expect this aborigine 

receptionist to be so arrogant. They all knew that when Ba lie was enraged, he really didn’t care who 

you were… … 



“Humph!” 

As expected, when Ba lie saw that the other party was still indifferent even though he bumped into him, 

as if he was sure that he didn’t dare to make a move, he immediately sneered and directly slapped him! 

It was indeed hard to explain if he really crippled the other party like this. There was no need to hesitate 

to slap him away. 

Do you think it will hurt the other party’s face? 

Hehe, if you don’t have the ability to come forward, you should be prepared to lose face, right? 

“Stop! !” 

Carmen saw the other party’s slap that was bigger than an elf’s head and immediately frowned as he 

shouted. However, he was already too late… … 

Feng Doudou saw the other party’s slap coming over, but his expression didn’t change. His eyes flashed 

with a bright light as he gently raised his delicate white hand and used an extremely gentle technique to 

block the other party’s slap. Following which, he leaned his body to the side.., his hands were wrapped 

in a circle as he used his short stature to push his body up slightly! 

A strange scene appeared. Ba Lie, who was like a war chariot, was actually lifted up by the extremely 

thin and weak elf. This scene caused the eyeballs of many students to almost pop out of their sockets! 

Bang! ! 

Following a loud bang, the tall and Big Ba Lie was sent flying by the other party with just a light slap. He 

crashed into a bronze pillar in the hall in an extremely pathetic manner. The huge force caused the pillar 

to change shape in an instant… The sound of metal resonance in the hall immediately buzzed… 

“F * ck! !”On the side of Spark Academy, Jian could not help but widen his eyes and directly ridiculed. 

The other fellow students also had stunned expressions on their faces. They had not expected such an 

outcome at all. Even Amanda’s eyes were wide open with disbelief on her face… 

In the entire arena, most of the students were also extremely astonished. Even Carmen, who had rushed 

over, was also stunned… 

“Free Hand?” 

In the arena, those who were proficient in hand-to-hand combat instantly recognized the technique 

used by the opponent. 

It wasn’t high-end. It was a kind of close-range contortion commonly used by many advanced 

academies. It was a commonly used technique to divert force. 

However, the opponent’s standard was extremely good. Whether it was the prediction of Ba Lie’s body 

shape and strength, or the timing of his attack, it could almost be said to be perfect. It could be said that 

it was a textbook-like technique of four taels against a thousand catties. 



With just a slight miscalculation, that terrifying strength would probably be able to shatter that girl’s 

arm in an instant… … 

“This little girl is a little interesting!”On the side of the Atlan Academy, a golden-haired youth sized up 

the opponent with interest, a bewitching smile appearing on his face. 

“A newborn calf is not afraid of a tiger. To dare to attack in such a situation, you have guts…”on the side 

of the Starfire Academy, Jian could not help but praise! 

“Your technique is not bad, your timing is also very good. The most important thing is that calm mental 

state that does not have the slightest fluctuation. When you meet her in the future, be careful. She is a 

tough opponent…”on the side of the Starry Sky Academy,. A white-haired youth also nodded slightly. A 

trace of admiration flashed across his cold face. 

“This fellow… is she that powerful?”They were both from the bronze academy, the waiter in the East 

Hall was stunned. After spending the whole morning together, he had always felt that Feng Doudou was 

a hardworking and poor aboriginal student. Although those who could take part in missions were all 

outstanding, wasn’t this too outstanding? 

In an instant, the group of people changed their impression of Feng Doudou. After all, it would be 

extremely stupid to overestimate one’s abilities and embarrass oneself. However, it would be different if 

one had strength. 

In the end, this world respected the strong… 

“You’re good, Girl!”Carmen, who had rushed over, came back to his senses and smiled. “You fought 

beautifully!” 

Most of the spark warriors were proficient in hand-to-hand combat. However, in that situation just now, 

he might not have been able to use his free hand so well! 

Feng Doudou looked at the enthusiastic Carmen and slightly curled his lips. “Senior, don’t make things 

difficult for me. It’s true that fighting is not allowed here…” 

“Haha, Okay, Okay, okay, I got it…”Carmen immediately nodded and laughed. At this time, the other 

party’s straight tone actually made him feel exceptionally cute… … 

The captain’s attitude instantly changed, causing Amanda’s expression to instantly turn extremely ugly… 

… 

Boom! 

Just as everyone was feeling different emotions, ba lie slowly stood up from the bronze pillar. He turned 

around and faintly looked at Feng Doudou. His aura was like fire, but his eyes were incomparably cold! 

“Little girl, you have some skill!” 

As he said this, he strode toward Feng Doudou! 

“Hello?”Carmen frowned and stood in front of Feng Doudou. “Don’t tell me you want to argue with a 

Junior?” 



“Junior?”Ba lie said coldly. “With this skill, how can a junior not be a Junior?” 

Ba Lie had the arrogance of the Divine Ao clan, but he wouldn’t underestimate his opponent. He was 

indeed a little careless just now, but it didn’t mean that just any Tom, Dick, or Harry could do that… … 

“Little girl, I’ll give you some face today. What’s Your Name?” 

“Feng Doudou…”Feng Doudou knew the rules and bowed. 

“Okay, I, Ba lie, Will Remember You…”ba lie snorted and slowly walked toward his team. It was as if he 

had been thrown to the ground and calmed down, making many new students confused. 

Meanwhile, many of the older generation students had thoughtful expressions on their faces… 

Chapter 1675: these new students are amazing! 

“Oh? This new student is quite interesting…” 

At a certain place in the hall of Judgment, a few advanced academies of the bronze race were 

surrounding a huge virtual screen. The screen was showing the scene of Feng Doudou Throwing Ba lie. 

The leader of the group, a tall bronze race man, stroked his messy beard and grinned! 

It was the number one ace of the Bronze Academy’s Martial Arts Institute, Barth. Bronze Beard! 

He was the fourth strongest person in the previous year’s Fellowship, a top-notch expert among the 

younger generation! 

 

The people next to him were all elite-level figures from the three major courtyards. All of them were 

ranked within the top 50. Moreover, many of them were actually not much weaker than Barth. The 

reason why they were ranked lower was because they were in the fellowship.., in order to make Baars 

rank higher, they had to do support work and sacrifice their own points. 

In fact, many academies would do this. The strongest person in the support academy would obtain the 

highest single-person ranking. Otherwise, it would normally be very difficult to obtain the top 10 spots 

by just relying on one person! 

However, there were exceptions. For example, the dark horse demon star from the previous batch had 

single-handedly obtained the top 10 spots. This was because the original plan of Tirefarson Academy 

was to support someone else… … 

“TSK, I thought that Guy Ba lie was going to make a scene. This guy has a tiger’s head and a snake’s 

tail!”In the crowd, a bronze female dwarf with a ponytail lazily stretched her waist and curled her lips. 

“Hehe…”the crowd immediately chuckled. They were also paying attention to the situation. They were 

planning to suppress the two guys directly after the two of them fought, but they didn’t expect that a 

little girl would end the farce ahead of time. 

“Ba lie has a bad temper, but he’s not stupid…”in the crowd, a bronze-skinned man wearing a godly robe 

said coldly, “Do you really think he’ll act recklessly if he’s not confident?” 



Everyone immediately looked at him, including the ponytailed girl who was lazy just now… 

This person’s words clearly carried a lot of weight. Many people started to think about it because of his 

words. 

This man with a cold expression was the ace of the Holy Light Academy of the Bronze Academy, Saint 

Judgement Officer Matt. 

“Not Confident?”The ponytailed girl immediately smiled and said, “Senior Matt, you’re not joking, right? 

Are you saying that Ba lie is not confident about our new little native? She was able to achieve the effect 

just now because Ba lie was careless, right?” 

“Careless?”Matt sneered and said, “Even if he was careless and let you go up, he would still be crippled 

from the impact. Do you believe it?” 

“TSK, I don’t believe that…”the ponytailed girl pouted. “I can definitely do better…” 

“Senior Matt, this isn’t logical, right?”The other few people also said, “That rookie does have some tricks 

up his sleeves, but isn’t it a little exaggerated to say that he can make Ba Lie Fear Him?”? Moreover, 

even if it was like what senior said, that rookie’s strength was uncertain, it wouldn’t be to the extent 

that he would directly cower. The people of the Shen Ao clan were famous for being unafraid of 

trouble… “… “…” 

“Not being afraid of things doesn’t mean that you’re stupid. You always think of others too simply…”. 

“…”. Matt shook his head and said, “We have to figure out what they’re here for this time. They’re here 

to seize the divine fire. When they’re in the hemlock forest, when they encounter each other, they 

naturally rely on their own abilities. If Ba lie were to face anyone, he wouldn’t be cowardly. But it’s 

different now. If he were to fight with a girl who wasn’t confident, it would be easy to lose face, and it 

would also be easy to expose his own strength. Of course, he wouldn’t do such a stupid thing. Fighting 

with Carmen is to prove that Carmen’s ranking was obtained by luck. What does winning against that girl 

mean?” 

“UH…” 

Everyone was stunned. It seemed to make sense… 

However, after thinking about it carefully, it didn’t seem right. If Matt’s theory was to make sense, there 

had to be a prerequisite, and that was that the newcomer had to have a strength that Ba lie wasn’t 

confident of… 

The ponytailed girl rolled her eyes. Just as she was about to retort, ba er si suddenly clapped his hands 

and said, “Alright, everyone be quiet and get ready to set off. Just now, Reina sent a message saying that 

Tirefarson Academy has arrived!” 

At the mention of Tyrifson College, the crowd suddenly serious narrowed their eyes, not just the relaxed 

expression of laughter. 

Tyrifson Academy this time, is the last almost black to the end of the demon star, in the last fellowship, 

everyone here, including Barth, have been defeated by the other side! 



And that’s not all. The top students know one thing: There’s another terrifying freshman at Tyrifson 

College this year, the guy who beat the Crown Prince! 

———- — 

East Hall, at this time the atmosphere inexplicably dull. 

The people of several colleges are all piled up together, seemingly have no intention to communicate 

with each other, but there is a lot of internal communication. . . 

Inside the Spark Institute, Carmen and the other students sat on the sofa in the corner, exhorting 

everyone. 

“Bronze Academy just that Wench you must pay attention later, if met, I am not in the case try not to 

fight!”Carmen very serious way. 

Everyone nodded their heads hesitantly. After all, that Lass had thrown away Ba Lie’s skill a little 

exaggeratedly. 

“Amanda, what are you looking at?”Carmen suddenly looked sharply at the absent-minded Amanda. 

At this moment, Amanda’s gaze would occasionally turn towards the direction of Starry Sky Academy. At 

this moment, she did not care at all when Carmen questioned her, she whispered into the channel, “I 

feel that captain is making a mountain out of a molehill. That Aborigine was just lucky and Ba lie was 

careless. As long as Ba lie was a little more serious, that girl’s hands would have long been crippled!” 

These words caused some of the people in the team to nod their heads secretly. They were thinking the 

same thing. 

Carmen’s face was gloomy. This Amanda’s habit of belittling the aborigines had not changed at all. She 

had to find an opportunity to teach her a lesson… … 

Just as she was thinking, an extremely strange voice suddenly came from above her head… … 

“Wow, this wall pattern is really well-repaired. How is it carved here?” 

The sudden voice broke the silence in the hall. Originally, the various school teams were all chatting 

through their own voice transmission channels. The hall was still eerily quiet, and this sudden voice 

instantly attracted everyone’s attention. 

However, what surprised them was that the voice seemed to come from above… … 

Everyone looked over and immediately saw a wind demon with jade-like crystal wings hovering on the 

largest bronze pillar in the hall. The carvings on it seemed to be very strange, circling around and looking 

at it endlessly… … 

What a beautiful wind demon! 

This thought rose in everyone’s mind at the first opportunity. 

Amanda looked up and was surprised at first, but then she furrowed her brows. 

Why Is it another Aboriginal? 



Why are these bugs everywhere? 

“Student, you can’t fly here. Please come down immediately!” 

The one who spoke was a waiter from the East Hall. Feng Doudou had just made a name for himself, but 

it made him look even more shameful at first. Now that someone had broken the rules, he immediately 

chose to reprimand him… 

This country bumpkin looked like a pure native. How could a normal descendant of a family be so 

curious about a pillar? 

Even though the lines carved on this pillar were indeed master-level… … 

“AH? is that so? I’m sorry, I’m sorry…” 

A very apologetic voice came from behind the receptionist, causing him to almost jump up in shock! 

He turned around and looked at the other party in horror… 

What the hell? Wasn’t this guy flying up there just now? 

“Did you see him clearly?” 

Ba Lie, who had been silent all this while, looked at the wind demon who suddenly appeared behind the 

receptionist and whispered to him. 

“What fast skills! !”Beside him… … another student from the Divine Ao clan narrowed his eyes 

seriously… … 

“The newcomers these days are quite impressive…”ba lie touched his chin and muttered… … 

Chapter 1676: Grudges! 

People from Gale Academy? 

Many of the students from Alterland narrowed their eyes slightly when they saw the school emblem on 

the other party’s shoulder… … 

The wind demon who was apologizing instantly felt an inexplicable hostility. Turning around, she saw 

many blonde elves looking at her with unfriendly eyes… … 

The wind demon was slightly stunned, and then she revealed a smile. “Hello, all of you…” 

Hello, my ass? 

 

Everyone in alterland rolled their eyes at the same time. One of the female elves sneered and said, “Are 

there no more elves from the Zephyr Academy this year? Even the natives have been sent out?” 

“I just wanted to say, are there no more elves from the Alterland false elves? Why is it that every year 

it’s you old-timers?” 



A cold voice sounded out, and a group of wind walkers wearing silver cloaks entered one after another. 

There were about ten students, and their auras were sharp. The entire group was like an open bow, 

giving off an extremely strong sense of danger… … 

Even the most prideful group of people from the Divine Arcana Academy looked at the group of 

windwalkers with some seriousness. 

Among the various academies, the coordination ability of the Windwalker Academy had always been 

known as the strongest. When the teams stood together, their auras were as one. They did not look like 

a bunch of students at all, but rather like an army that had gone through strict military training! 

When the people from the Atlan Academy saw the troops from the Windwalker Academy arrive, they all 

stood up straight, and their auras did not show any signs of weakness as they fought back. In an instant, 

the two teams clashed head-on, and an obvious aura clashed in the air, causing Sparks to fly! 

The wind demon who was in the middle of the two immediately had a bitter expression on her face. She 

slipped back into her own team dejectedly. However, as a newcomer, she did not seem to be able to 

integrate into the team’s aura. It was rather awkward… 

The wind demon was indeed Li Goudan. At this moment, she had hidden behind the team and was 

looking at the front sneakily. There was even a trace of excitement in her eyes. She looked just like a 

spectator who liked to eat melons! 

Before coming here, her teacher had explained to her about the grudge between the Gale Academy and 

the Atlan Academy. It was a very complicated historical grudge… … 

The Atlan Elves were originally one of the royal family… … Oh, no, it should be said that they had the 

chance to become one of the Royal Family! 

After the invasion of the natural disaster, the Gale Walkers who were responsible for guarding the 98 

galaxies in the Northern Region of the Eastern Star Field had used a huge forbidden spell to resist the 

natural disaster. Because of this, they had also broken the dimensional wall… By accident, they obtained 

a huge energy well from the outer region. The upper nobles of the windwalkers called it the sun well… 

The water from the well in the outer region was surprisingly very harmonious with the windwalkers. In 

an instant, a portion of the windwalkers changed their form and became the so-called Atlan Elves. Atlan 

also claimed to be an evolved high elf! 

After the transformation, the Atlan Elves went from a group of windwalkers with the highest agility to a 

group of users who were very proficient in the elemental powers of the outer region. Moreover, they 

even gave birth to seedlings like the five great royal families! 

This piece of news instantly caused the group of High Elves to be ecstatic. Very quickly, they announced 

the birth of the sixth Royal Family! 

The conditions for the upland elves to become a royal family were basically met. This was because the 

windwalkers were originally a large elven family. They had the 13th ranked guardian of the Sky God, 

Vanessa. The windwalkers! 



Furthermore, they had a large population behind them. They had the basic conditions to become a royal 

family! 

They weren’t the only ones who thought so. At that time, many evaluators also thought so. However, 

just when the entire federation thought that the sixth royal family was about to be born, an accident 

happened! 

Windwalker. Windwalker had led a large number of members of the Windwalker family to break away 

from that group of nobles. They had denied the legitimacy of the Atlan bloodline and believed that they 

were a foreign race that had been mutated. According to the Federation’s rules, they could not become 

a member of the Royal Family! 

This huge melon had descended from the sky. Back then, it had smashed many people’s eyeballs off. In 

reality, the Windwalker family’s appeal was extremely strong! At that time, nearly 80% of the 

windwalker military forces and military families had chosen to side with the Windwalker family. In the 

end, just like that, an existence that could have become royalty had split up! 

The five royal families naturally did not wish for a sixth royal family to split up their interests. At that 

time, they had all supported the Windwalker family. The Space Elves had even taken the initiative to 

give up a special-class planet for the Windwalker family to use as their base, up until now, the 

windwalkers’base camp had been the special-class planet gifted by the space elves. 

After that, Windgrace founded the windwalk academy, spreading most of the windwalkers’skills and 

expanding its influence. Soon, the windwalkers broke through the circle and became a well-known high 

school in the universe, going head-to-head with each other, the Atlan Elves who had stayed back then 

also established an advanced school, which was now the Atlan Academy! 

It could be said that the upland elves and the windwalkers originated from the same lineage, but 

because of their different philosophies, they had gone their separate ways. In the history books of the 

upland elves, Vanessa had been written as a traitor, it had almost destroyed the once prosperous upland 

royal family. 

Because of this, the people of the two races who originated from the same lineage could no longer 

tolerate each other. Every time they had an interstellar friendship, they would go head-to-head with 

each other. With the help of the starry race, the Windwalker Academy’s ranking had reached new 

heights. Before a million eras, they had successfully advanced into the top ten, they had officially 

become a truly powerful academy! 

On the other hand, the process of establishing the Atlan Academy was not that smooth. It had been 

suppressed by the five great royal families in secret, and it had also been suppressed by the Windwalk 

Academy. In terms of academic contribution points, the Atlan Academy had always been in the top five 

in the federation, however, due to the repeated targeting of the interstellar fellowship, it had made it 

difficult for the rankings to move forward. 

However, there were still seedlings of the royal family. After many eras of hard work, the Atlan Academy 

had finally arrived at the entrance of the top ten. They were only one spot away from the goalkeeper, 

the windwalk Academy! 



This year… :. It was also the year of the Crown Prince. The Atlan Elves were all holding in their anger. 

They hoped that this year, they would be able to stomp down Gale Academy and obtain the glory that 

their own academy deserved! 

And because of this, this year was especially tit for tat… 

“Heh… . . You really have the face to say that?”Within the Atlan team, the Blonde Priestess who was in 

the lead looked at Darden who was leading the team in amusement. “You make it sound like your 

academy is filled with talents. In the end, the one leading the team is actually a weakling like you, ha… . 

.”. “…”. What? After Luo Lan graduated, there was no one left in Your Wind Academy?” 

These words caused the faces of everyone in the Wind Academy to instantly turn ugly. 

Behind them, Gou Dan recalled the information he had managed to gather over the past few days. The 

Luo Lan that the other party mentioned was the trump card of the previous year’s Wind Academy! 

Luo Lan had obtained the tenth spot in the previous year’s fellowship, but this year, she had already 

graduated and according to the rules, she was no longer allowed to participate in the fellowship. 

And according to Goudan, there were quite a number of seniors who had graduated last year, and many 

of them were the backbone of the social gathering. In fact, in recent years, the popularity academy had 

indeed been in a state of decline. After the seniors of the previous year had graduated, there was no 

single trump card that could be used. 

Otherwise, they would not have let Dutton be the captain, because Dutton’s best single-player result 

seemed to be only 61st… … 

This result was indeed not something to look at… 

When he thought of this, Goudan suddenly became somewhat pessimistic. The academy he had joined 

was originally one of the top ten universities. It wouldn’t end up in a tragic situation of being beaten up 

by others after he joined, right? 

Chapter 1677: the previous batch of prodigies! 

The two teams were at loggerheads with each other, and the onlookers were still watching coldly from 

the sidelines. Many people wished that they had more conflicts, and it would be best if they fought to 

the death after entering the hemlock forest. After all, the fewer competitors they had, the greater their 

chances of obtaining the divine fire. 

And what made the surrounding people slightly surprised was that the star elves, who had always stood 

on Gale Academy’s side, chose to watch coldly this time… … 

Many of the academy teams began to secretly talk about this matter through voice transmissions… 

“According to the intelligence, Gale Academy wasn’t able to cooperate with Star Academy this year. 

Instead, Ultra Academy seems to have secretly tied up the strings of Star Academy. Previously, I thought 

this news was just a rumor, but looking at the situation today, it’s really hard to say…”. …” 

The one who spoke was the Spark Academy’s Jane… 



 

“That’s right…”Carmen nodded slightly and replied via voice transmission, “I didn’t expect it either. But if 

it’s true, I’m afraid that the Zephyr Academy will be in a bit of danger this year…” 

The Zephyr Academy’s ranking had continued to drop in recent years, from the seventh place to the 

tenth place in the previous batch. Ever since the Genius Vienne passed away, two eras had passed, and 

the Zephyr Academy had not produced any outstanding students. 

Although the Zephyr Academy had a deep foundation and the influence behind them was still strong, 

the lack of success in their youth was indeed a point that caused people to criticize them recently! 

Especially this year’s batch! 

In the previous batch, the Zephyr Academy barely had Luo Lan to hold the fort. This old trump card that 

had participated in more than 20 batches, although he had not broken through, his performance had 

been very stable, at least maintaining his position in the top 10 every single time. 

And this year, this veteran student who had served the academy for the longest time had finally 

graduated. But after so many years, the academy still had not been able to produce a genius who could 

hold the fort. 

This point could be seen from the way Darden led the team. One had to know that in the previous batch, 

Darden was only an auxiliary ranger who was in charge of the middle level of the team… … 

On the other hand, this year’s Atlan students were full of talents. It was said that the three main direct 

descendants of the Atlan family had all entered this year’s school. Along with them were members of 

the Atlan Royal Family! 

The Atlan royal family was not recognized by the other five royal families, nor was it recognized by the 

Federation. However… … It did not mean that it did not exist! 

Although it did not have a status, it had the strength to do so! 

There was basically no difference between the performance of the members of the royal family of Atlan 

and the five great royal families. They were also able to grow at an inhuman pace in the ancient lands, 

and all of them had the strength to suppress others of the same level! 

And this year, Atlan Academy was just one step away from entering the top ten, and the Gale Academy 

just happened to be the tiger blocking the way! 

The enmity between the two academies was well known by all the races, resulting in the final outcome 

of the two academies this year being very eye-catching. And at this critical moment, the starry sky 

academy had even given up on supporting the Gale Academy. It could be said that it was adding insult to 

injury! 

“Yo, it’s very lively! !” 

Just as the two academies’teams were competing against each other, a teasing voice suddenly sounded, 

attracting everyone’s attention. 



In the shadows, a fellow wearing a strange mask had unknowingly squatted there. Upon seeing this 

person, everyone stood up with solemn expressions. Even on the starry sky academy’s side.., the noble 

elves, who had always been calm and collected, also looked over solemnly. 

Everyone who had participated in the previous year’s fellowship party had a deep impression of this guy 

wearing a mask. Because it was this guy who single-handedly caused the downfall of many elite schools 

and teams! 

It was the biggest Dark Horse of the previous year: Phantom Demon Star! 

“You left the team again without permission…” 

Just as the atmosphere became solemn and depressing, a group of black-clothed disciples slowly walked 

in from the outside of the hall. The people who came were all wearing the gray clover pattern that was 

unique to the Tyree Fasson Academy… … 

The one who spoke was a short man who was the leader of the Academy. His figure was about the same 

as that of demon star, and he was also wearing a mask. However, the mask was even more serious and 

was not as strange as that of demon star. The image of the mask was of Augustine, the Grand Inquisitor 

who was once in charge of judgement in the mythical titan… … 

The appearance of this person made everyone not dare to underestimate him. He was the ace Captain 

announced by the previous year’s Tirefarson Academy: Yao Feng! 

Both of them were natives that Tirefarson Academy had absorbed. The two of them… … were both of 

the ancient Netherspirit bloodline. However, many people did not expect that the real trump card would 

be another guy who had always been unknown. … 

However, it did not mean that Yao Feng, as the captain, was weak. Otherwise, the other party would not 

have directly made the reporting staff believe that he was Tiriverson’s trump card. In the last social 

gathering, Yao Feng was ranked sixth! 

“No…”Yao Xing scratched his head and said lazily, “I just wanted to come over and see if those guys 

made any progress after returning last year.” 

“What was the result?”Yao Feng asked indifferently. 

“The result?”Yao Xing looked around the hall and smiled. “It doesn’t seem to be…” 

As soon as he said this, the faces of all the older generation students in the hall darkened. This guy was 

still as arrogant as ever… … 

“We’ll know if there’s any progress after we meet him…”on the other side of the Starry Sky Academy, 

the leading white-haired youth replied coldly. 

Yao Xing looked over with a smile. He was familiar with this fellow. Last year, he had trampled on his 

opponent to become the runner-up… 

It was the ace of the Starry Sky Academy’s Divine Guard Academy: Tura, the third place in the previous 

year’s fellowship, one of the contestants who was predicted to have the highest chance of winning the 

championship before the competition! 



“There’s no need to meet…”Yao xing chuckled and said, “You’ll know when you smell it. You’re no 

different from last year!” 

“Oh? Is That So?”The white-haired youth raised his eyebrows, and a sharp aura instantly shot up into 

the sky. However, as soon as it appeared, a delicate hand pressed down on the white-haired youth’s 

shoulder… 

In an instant, the sharp aura was pacified by a gentle force… … 

Yao Xing looked up and narrowed his eyes slightly. 

The one holding down the white-haired youth was a golden-haired space elf. His incomparably noble 

priestly attire made him look even more unapproachable. 

He was the leader of the team from the Starry Sky Academy and the Ace of the Priestly Academy, 

Arthas. Wind! 

The pure descendant of the Wind family was ranked 12th in the previous year! 

Although he did not make it into the top ten, he was a very difficult fellow to deal with. In the previous 

fellowship, almost all of the members of Tirefarson Academy were wiped out because of this fellow’s 

design. If not for his sudden rise.., after breaking through their backdoor and taking down the star flag, 

Star Sky Academy should have been able to take first place in the previous year’s overall results! 

“I’ve said it many times, Tura. Don’t be provoked by low-quality provocations. The last time you lost to 

him, it was largely because you could not keep your cool…” 

Arthas’voice was as gentle as water, but it carried an inexplicable pressure, causing Tura to slowly fall 

silent. 

“Tsk…”Yao Xing could not be bothered to look at these two guys. He then looked at the purple-clothed 

girl behind them and smiled. “The old batch did not improve much, but the new batch is interesting. Are 

You Helana?” 

Helana was not surprised after being called out. She smiled and stepped forward gracefully. “Greetings, 

Senior!” 

The eyes under Yao Xing’s mask narrowed slightly. “I’m only one batch higher than you. I’m not 

considered a senior…” 

“A year ahead of you is still considered a senior!”He Lan said with a smile. “If I lose, there will always be 

an excuse, right?” 

“Haha…”Yao Xing immediately laughed. “That’s right. Young people should be a little arrogant…” 

Not too far away, within the team of the Gale Academy, Goudan li asked curiously, “What part of You is 

arrogant? Aren’t you very humble?” 

“What part of You Is Humble?”Beside Goudan, the Gale Walker, Pielan, curled her lips slightly. “What if I 

lose means that I won’t lose 9,900% of the time!” 

“UH…”Goudan was stunned. So it could be translated like this… … 



As expected, was this the language of the big shots? 

“They’re all the trump cards from the previous batch…”Perrin’s eyes were filled with excitement. “Looks 

like this mission won’t be so boring. What do you think, junior nephew?” 

Goudan pursed his lips. “HMM… you’re covering for me. Everything you say is right…” 

“Hahaha!”Pilan immediately laughed out loud and patted Gou Dan on the shoulder. “You’re quite 

tactful, Rookie!” 

This loud laughter instantly attracted the attention of many people, causing the people from the 

Tiriverson Academy who were originally facing off against the Starry Skies Academy to turn their gazes 

over. 

The faces of the students from the Gale Academy instantly darkened, and they couldn’t help but cover 

their faces… … 

“That is?”Yao Feng furrowed his brows and asked with some hesitation. 

He was the core of the team and was in charge of analyzing the lineup of the various schools, but… … 

That fellow… … He didn’t seem to have any impression of him… 

Yao Xing looked at Bi Lan and seemed to have recalled something. A strange look flashed across his eyes 

as he curled his lips and replied in a low voice, “He’s just a joker. There’s no need to bother about him… 

on the other hand…” 

“On the other hand?”Yao Feng frowned and looked at the other party. 

“Let’s wait and see…”Yao Xing shook his head and did not continue. 

The newbie beside that Joker gave him a very different feeling. When he entered earlier, he did not 

know if it was an illusion, but he had a feeling that the newbie seemed to have noticed him at the first 

moment! 

Chapter 1678: as long as it’s not that big black dragon… … 

Logically speaking, it shouldn’t be possible… 

Yao Xing secretly sized up that little wind demon… 

He was an ancient Netherspirit clan, and was different from those imposters of the Netherspirit clan. He 

had a pure high-quality ancient bloodline. Although he didn’t have as many secret techniques as the 

Netherspirit clan, the stealth ability that came with his bloodline was extremely unique! 

There was no specialized assassin department in Tirefarson Academy, so he could only train them as 

ordinary agility warriors. However, even so, under the circumstances where there was almost no stealth 

training.., he also possessed the stealth ability that many noble assassins of the same level could not 

possess! 

This was the strength of his bloodline. During the last fellowship, almost no one could discover him 

within ten meters of him. Even the previous champion could not do it. 



 

Furthermore, not to mention that his current stealth ability had improved tremendously, Queen XI had 

managed to rope in the Templar’s assassin clan to set up an agility class in Tiriphaisen Academy. Due to 

the huge benefits Queen XI had given to the Templar clan, in order to allow the people of the northern 

star field to see the results of the match as soon as possible, the many merit impartation elders had not 

hidden anything from them. 

In the past few months, under the guidance of a master teacher, Yao Xing had improved tremendously. 

Currently, he was confident that he would be able to sneak within three meters of the previous 

champion! 

However, this time, he was discovered within a distance of at least a hundred Zhang from the entrance 

of the hall… … 

Was it a coincidence? 

Yao Xing secretly observed the other party from the corner of his eyes. He did not intentionally use his 

stealth skill to enter the hall. He was just trying to avoid the blind spots of the crowd. At this moment, if 

someone were to suddenly change their position with their eyes focused.., it was possible for them to 

discover him. 

“Looks like everyone is almost here!” 

A loud and clear voice rang out. It was the team of senior students from the bronze academy who had 

walked into the East Hall… … 

Everyone looked over and discovered that other than the team from the Bronze Academy, there was 

also a team wearing a dark purple windbreaker behind them. Each of them had a black lotus emblem on 

their shoulders. It was the team from the night Nether Academy! 

And on the right side of the team from the Bronze Academy was a young man and woman. Their height 

and looks were average, but their temperament was outstanding. Not to mention the small number of 

people, the school emblem on their shoulders also made many people feel a little unfamiliar… … 

Mm… … Well, not a little, but… … Completely unfamiliar. Many people felt that they had never seen it 

before… … 

Only the people from the Divine Arcana Academy sneered. 

They recognized the school emblem. The number one alchemist of the Academy, Master Gulidan, had 

recently criticized the school’s anti-foreign culture and had fallen out with the higher-ups. It was said 

that he had gone to a trash academy that wasn’t even in the top 100. What was it called… … Dawn? 

Moreover, it was said that these two were Gulidan’s personal disciples! 

When they thought of this, many Divine Arcana pure-blooded disciples sneered in their hearts… 

Shen’ao bloodlines were originally the top bloodlines in the universe, so what if the academy was biased 

towards their own bloodline? Pretending to be aloof, it was fine if you went to a well-known academy, 



but to go to that kind of trash academy and take in two natives as personal disciples, was your brain 

damaged? 

What a disgrace! 

“Everyone…”the last one to arrive was Reina, who went to welcome Tyree Fasson and the School of 

dawn, she walked straight to the middle of the hall and clapped her hands. “Everyone is here. Do you 

want to take a break or take a look at our mission rules now?” 

“Let’s just talk about the rules. Aren’t we going to go in tomorrow? If we agree on the rules, the teams 

can go back and plan, right?”Carmen said straightforwardly. 

The surrounding people nodded when they heard him. Obviously, they didn’t want to refute him. 

“Okay…”Reina nodded, and then asked, “Then Doudou, go to the resting room and call all the students 

who are resting here…” 

Reina looked at Feng Doudou and ordered him in a gentle tone, and a strange look flashed in her eyes. 

When she came, she heard about what happened in the hall. She was really surprised that this little 

native could make ba lie suffer. It wasn’t that she was prejudiced against the native with the ancient 

bloodline.., the main reason was that this girl’s passion for academic credits didn’t seem like she had a 

major faction backing her up. It was very difficult for people to believe that she had the strength to do 

so! 

One had to know that no matter what bloodline one had, it was impossible for one to grow up without 

sufficient resources. For example, Demon Star of the Tyree Fassen Academy was indeed a big black 

horse with no family backing it up, however, she came under the banner of the Second Lich, and behind 

her was a top-tier deity faction. She never lacked resources. 

As for this girl… She always gave her the feeling that she was very poor… … 

“Oh…”Feng Doudou hurriedly nodded. Just as he was about to set off, demon edge spoke up, “There’s 

no need to call the guy we’re resting over there. We’ll arrange for her later…” 

“Oh?”Hearing that there were still people on Tyrifson’s side, the students from the bronze academy 

immediately looked at Reina, who had gone to welcome them. 

Facing the gazes of her companions, Reina shook her head slightly and said telepathically, “The one in 

the resting room is an elf…” 

“Oh…”the group of people immediately heaved a sigh of relief… … 

As long as it wasn’t that Big Black Dragon! 

At that time, the upper echelons had sealed off the news of the Crown Prince’s defeat. However, they, 

the top-notch nobles, more or less knew a little about it. This was especially so for Barth of the copper-

bearded clan. He knew some of the details, the second prince wasn’t the only one who had been 

defeated last time. Instead, four of the royal family’s disciples had been defeated at the same time! 



This battle prowess was simply unimaginable. When they had heard that the Tyree Fassen Academy was 

coming, they had prepared many plans to deal with that fellow. Of course, the core strategy was to 

avoid it as much as possible! 

When Reina was picking them up, she transmitted her voice to them and told them that that guy did not 

come. The pressure on them was greatly reduced. After all, it was already troublesome enough to deal 

with the two brothers, and with that guy, it was even more difficult to gain an advantage… 

The Dwarves of the bronze race were not very good at hiding their emotions. Although they tried their 

best to keep a straight face, some of their small actions were clearly seen by Yao Feng who was close by, 

he almost instantly guessed what was going on. 

Yao Feng and Yao Xing looked at each other, and then a strange smile flashed across their faces… 

How should they put it? It was inevitable that there would be some surprises and surprises in this world, 

right? 

“There’s no need to call us over here!” 

In the Spark Academy, Amanda said directly, “It doesn’t matter whether that guy comes or not!” 

As soon as she said this, Carmen and the others immediately frowned. Even Jane, who was usually close 

to Amanda, frowned slightly, and a hint of dissatisfaction flashed in her heart. 

In her opinion, no matter how much Amanda disliked that native Phoenix, she should not show it in 

front of outsiders. No matter what, she was still a teammate! 

Carmen glared at Amanda, but didn’t say anything in the end. He wasn’t Amanda. He wouldn’t slap his 

own people’s faces in front of outsiders. It was a joke for no reason… … 

Feng Doudou also glanced at him, a cold light flashing in his eyes. 

Chapter 1679: Underground City 

At night, after familiarizing themselves with the rules, the students of each academy returned to their 

resting rooms and opened their own networks to discuss their respective plans… … 

Tyree Fassen Academy: 

“Where are the rules? I’ll briefly repeat them once more…”in the room, Yao Feng, who had opened the 

network, still had the same emotionless voice… … 

In the other rooms, the other students of Tirefarson Academy were all seriously turning on the campus 

internet to listen. Clearly, this newly appointed captain had a very high status in the team… … 

In fact, under normal circumstances, the position of captain was usually taken by experienced old 

students. After all, no matter how strong a newcomer’s background was, no matter how outstanding 

their individual ability was, it was easy for people to be unconvinced when they took up this position, 

after all, the team leader relied on experience and organizational skills! 

 



However, this Yao Feng, who had only participated in the fellowship party once, seemed to have 

secured his position at this moment. It was indeed a little surprising. 

Of course, if everyone had seen the previous fellowship party, they wouldn’t be so surprised. In the 

previous fellowship party, Yao Feng’s position at the beginning was actually a position to attract 

firepower. However, it had been set up by the Starry Sky Academy.., after the former captain left the 

stage with serious injuries, he was given a mission in the face of danger. With Yao Xing as the main 

target, he formulated a new plan, allowing the academy to win the first place in the previous event 

through teamwork! 

At that time, the intelligence and boldness displayed by this expressionless newcomer on the spot 

instantly conquered all the audience present, including all of his teammates, causing the previous batch 

of senior students to leave the stage after graduation, this time, when the principal called him captain, 

almost no one had any objections! 

“Where’s Wang Xiaojia? Are You Awake?”Yao Feng said coldly. 

“Oh, OH, I’m awake, I’m awake. Captain, just say it!” 

“What are you eating?” 

“I asked the waiter here to bring me barbecued meat…” 

“There’s obviously the sound of two people breathing there. is the waiter still in Your Room?” 

“AH? Oh, right, ahem… well, we’re about to have a meeting. Why Don’t you go out for a while? I’ll call 

you if there’s anything I can do for you.” 

Everyone:”…” 

“Did your brain get fried from not waking up?”In the team, a female demon with a bad temper couldn’t 

help but Shout! 

“That… that… I’m hungry. I didn’t think of it at the moment…” 

These words made everyone angry. Just as the demoness was about to scold again, Yao Feng said 

calmly, “Alright, don’t waste any more time. We need to conserve our energy tonight. We can’t last too 

long, let’s just start…” 

Everyone immediately stopped the urge to continue scolding and quieted down. 

“The place where the godly fire broke out this time is located in the underground city in the forest west 

of Hemlock Forest. That was once one of the cities where the glorious sect originated. It is considered a 

relatively dangerous area. Although the intelligence reports say that the energy in this city has been 

exhausted and sealed for countless eras, and most of the equipment has lost its original functions, it 

does not mean that there is no hidden energy reserve. Once we accidentally trigger it and activate some 

defensive mechanisms, it is possible that we will not be able to return. Therefore, once we enter, we 

must not come into contact with any strange things, especially places with energy fluctuations. Once we 

discover them, we will report it immediately. Everyone will discuss and decide whether to touch them or 

not. Do not make any decisions on your own!” 



As soon as these words came out, everyone’s hearts turned cold. This expedition was actually going to 

an ancient city? 

Generally speaking, the ancient lands were often divided into regions for the younger generation. Many 

places required the accompaniment of the elders, and some places would even directly prohibit the 

younger generation from entering. 

This type of ancient city belonged to the second category. Under normal circumstances, this type of 

ancient civilization city, especially the city built by the developers, would only dare to venture into star 

level Tianyuan and above experts! 

Under the strange silence, Yao Feng said indifferently, “Don’t be so useless, you’re scared to death…” 

Everyone:”…” 

Yao Feng: “Many elders in this city have confirmed it many times. The city has indeed completely 

stopped functioning, and many of the equipment has already rotted. Even if some energy devices are 

occasionally triggered, those old equipment will rarely be able to be activated…”. “…” 

“F * ck…”everyone immediately heaved a sigh of relief. “Captain, don’t scare us…” 

Yao Feng: “I’m not scaring you, it’s just a precaution. A large number of rotten equipment doesn’t mean 

that it can’t be activated completely. What if there are some places that can be activated? It’s always 

right to be careful…” 

“Captain is right!”Wang Goudan was the first to start sucking up! 

The faces of the group twitched. This fellow was so lazy that he didn’t seem to be lacking in flattery at 

all… … 

“There are a total of four entrances to the underground city at the very beginning. They are the four 

great city gates, and they are all completely open. According to the rules issued by the Bronze Academy, 

two teams from each of the eight academies will choose one of the city gates to enter the city. After 

entering the city, they will be free to act as they wish. They will be allowed to fight among themselves 

within the city, and they will also be allowed to cooperate within the city. As long as you are able to 

successfully bring the things that you have obtained out of the underground city, it will be yours. 

However, as long as you are still in the underground city, others will be able to snatch the things that 

you have!” 

“Damn, so wild?”Eggface was immediately interested! 

“It was meant to test us, nothing strange about it. Do you have any questions about the 

information?”Yao Feng rubbed his fingers. 

“Captain, that Guy Reina said that we can only confirm the location of the city gates when we arrive at 

the place tomorrow by drawing lots. Is there a trap?” 

“It shouldn’t be…”. “…”. Yao Feng shook his head. “Under everyone’s watchful eyes, the people from the 

various academies are all elites. Regardless of whether it’s using technology or illusions, it’s very difficult 

for them to do something like this. Therefore, the probability of it happening tomorrow is very high…”. 

“…”. “…” 



“If that’s the case, does that mean that the opponent is still undecided?”The Banshee who berated Gou 

dan earlier suddenly frowned. 

This system was very obvious. After entering the city, the opponents for a short period of time would be 

the teams that were with her. If she wasn’t certain now, it would be very difficult to formulate a specific 

plan. 

“Then I can only go through all the teams as if they were imaginary enemies…”the banshee sighed and 

said, “I’m afraid this will take some time…” 

“There’s no need for that. You guys can rest in peace later. I’ll rush out all the targeted plans overnight. 

Once the teams are confirmed, I’ll make a temporary plan!” 

Everyone was taken aback, but they didn’t say anything. Nodding, they said, “Then I’ll have to trouble 

the team leader…” 

It was necessary to maintain a short rest and make preparations. There was indeed no need for a group 

of people to stay up all night. As the team leader, the other party was in charge of the overall situation, 

so it was only natural for them to make some sacrifices… 

“Is there anyone else who has any questions?” 

“I, I, I…” 

Everyone’s face twitched. They could tell that this was Wang Goudan’s voice. 

Yao Xing immediately found it amusing and said, “You usually are lazy, but why are you so enthusiastic 

today? Do you have any questions?” 

“That… didn’t you say that there were nine academies? Why do you all sound like there are eight 

academies now?” 

Everyone’s face twitched. It was indeed a boring question… … 

The Ninth Academy. How could those two fellows who had gotten close by relying on their connections 

be considered a single academy? 

Chapter 1680: Eve… 

“So… I was indeed discriminated against…” 

In the room, Wang Chengbo and Mu Yunji looked at each other and could see the bitter smiles in each 

other’s eyes. 

Master had said that he had put on a good face and dragged his relationship in. They knew that this 

backdoor person was not liked by others, but they did not expect him to be so unpopular that he only 

had one room… 

Wang Chengbo was also speechless. The first time he shared a room with Yunji was in such a situation. 

He did not know whether to laugh or cry… 



“Ahem…”Yunji coughed lightly and said, “This time, the academy is divided into four city gates. The 

teams we meet are random. I think we can go through the information of all the academies and think 

about what to do if we meet them.” 

 

“Ugh…”Wang Chengbo scratched his head and smiled bitterly. “Why do I feel that… the drawing of lots 

tomorrow has nothing to do with us?” 

Yunji Mu was stunned. “It can’t be?” 

“What can’t be?”Wang Chengbo sighed and pointed to the place where he was sitting. “Look, before 

you came here, did you think that we only have one room? And we don’t even have a double bed?” 

Yunji mu smiled. “Isn’t this giving you a chance?” 

Wang Chengbo:”…” 

Was this a hint? 

Was this an explicit hint? 

Chengbo, you’re not a man if you don’t even dare to have sex with me! ! 

“So, will you sleep on the bed or on the floor later?” 

Wang Chengbo: “On the floor…” 

Forget it, he was an old virgin. Those who didn’t lose their virginity weren’t considered men, but old 

boys… 

Cloud-herder ji looked at the other side of a bitter face suddenly secretly smile, and then changed the 

subject: “You just mean, tomorrow there will be no us?” 

“You seem to know… . “Wang Chengbo said with a wry smile, “Didn’t you hear what the last priest called 

Reina said when she announced the rules? Eight colleges, four gates, two teams. You think it was a slip 

of the tongue? It was because they had no intention of treating us as one academy… “…”. “…” 

Yun Ji Mu:”…” 

For some reason, a complicated feeling suddenly rose in her heart. 

When she was in Ball D, every time her own sect participated in the Kunlun martial arts competition, 

they would feel discriminated against. After all, their Cloud Mountain sect was a rising star, and they still 

lacked the confidence to face an old powerhouse. 

They didn’t expect that it would be the same outside. Even if they joined a school, they would still be 

discriminated against, and this time, they seemed to be even angrier. 

After entering the academy, they slowly realized how big the gap between the top 100 and non-top 100 

was! 



Fortunately, although Dawn Academy’s ranking was low, its environment and faculty were not inferior 

to the top 100. The only thing they lacked was a good spot in the ancient lands… 

After all, this thing had to be taken by the participants according to the rules. However, Dawn Academy, 

which was ranked low, was a more specialized school, so how could they get a good spot? 

It was also because the school’s land was indeed too poor that master put his face on it and let them 

participate in this opportunity. After all, if they missed this opportunity, it would be difficult to find a 

better fire seed… 

“If that’s the case, you won’t simply not allow us to participate in the Mission Tomorrow, right?”Yunji 

mu frowned and asked. 

“That shouldn’t be…”. “…”. Wang Chengbo shook his head. “Master said that the person he had thrown 

away his old face to ask for help had a very high status. He wouldn’t even lose face. If he didn’t allow us 

to participate in the mission, wouldn’t that be a slap to master’s face? “Since the other party agreed to 

this matter, as long as he doesn’t want to make enemies with master, he won’t be like what you said…”. 

“…” 

“That makes sense…” 

Mu Yunji looked at Wang Chengbo with a smile. This guy wasn’t old, but he was very mature most of the 

time. However, she didn’t know why such a person who could see things clearly would be fooled by such 

a woman in the first place? 

“Why are you looking at me like that?”Wang Chengbo immediately felt guilty. 

“No…”mu yunji smiled and said, “I feel that you are quite handsome when you are serious…” 

“Cough…”Wang Chengbo’s heart skipped a beat, his face immediately turned red, and he hurriedly 

changed the topic. “That… I think that tomorrow, we will be free to choose because the organizers or 

other academies probably don’t take us seriously…” 

“Like This?”Cloud herder suddenly laughed up: “Also good, don’t be taken seriously just good trouble… 

…” 

Wang Chengbo:”…” 

I didn’t realize this guy had a wild personality… . . 

———— — 

Inside the Fashion Institute: 

“The situation is not optimistic this time…” 

It was captain Dutton who spoke, and his steady face, now wrinkled, was evidently grave. 

The other students also looked very serious in front of the virtual screen. Before they came, the 

instructor had warned them that the teams from other academies this time were probably ace players 

from last year’s fellowship, but the instructor was right! 



“Sigh…”Miller, who was in charge of the scout work. Hathaway had a bitter look on her face: “It’s just a 

joint mission, isn’t each of them a bit too exaggerated? I suspect that if it weren’t for the ban on royal 

descendants, they might have sent the crown prince…” 

As a divine hunter ranger responsible for backup and detection, Miller felt immense pressure. Every 

Academy he came to had a top ten ace player from the previous alliance, and a scout like him was the 

easiest to become cannon fodder… … 

Of course, the others didn’t look too good either. Gale Academy indeed valued teamwork, and they had 

never been at a disadvantage in this aspect for so many years. But after all, it wasn’t a war. In a team of 

over ten people.., the importance of individual ability was still very great. 

It would be great if senior Luo Lan was still around… 

This thought suddenly appeared in the minds of many people. However, it was fortunate that no one 

couldn’t help but say these words. Even though they didn’t think highly of Dutton, they couldn’t break 

the hearts of others at this moment… 

After all, they were all old classmates… 

Even though everyone had bitter expressions on their faces, it wasn’t as if they weren’t optimistic. There 

were two expressions on their faces that didn’t match the expressions of the people around them. 

One of them was naturally bi lan. 

“If you ask me, this is what makes it interesting. It would be boring if all of us were weak!” 

Everyone instantly rolled their eyes in unison and directly ignored the other party. Why was this fellow 

still so confident? Perhaps it was because of Yao Xing? 

During the last social gathering, he had met the Big Black Horse, Yao Xing, in advance and fought with 

him for close to a hundred rounds. Perhaps it was because of this that he was so confident? 

But everyone should know that demon star was hiding his strength at that time… 

“Sigh, we’ll just have to see which team we meet together tomorrow. Now, from the looks of it, the 

strength of the night serene academy is slightly easier to deal with on paper, but it’s also hard to say. 

After all, many direct descendants of top-tier clans will also enter the academy this year, and the 

strength will most likely not be too far off either…”. . .” 

“Hey… …”everybody hears the speech all talked a breath. 

“Don’t be disheartened you… Hula Hula…”the dog egg’s voice suddenly sounded: “If we can’t beat them, 

we can just surrender, it’s not a life and death battle… Hula Hula!” 

Everyone:”…” 

“Li Jiayi…”Dutton said in a low voice, “What are you eating?” 

“Noodles, hula hula!”Li Goudan hurriedly said, “Teacher is right. The taste of Nomorrigan’s noodles is 

really superb. Do you guys want some?” 



Everyone:”…” 

“Damn, give me some too!”Bi Lan hurriedly said. 

“Oh, okay, Doudou, give one bowl to each of the rooms in Gale Academy…” 

“Okay…” 

Everyone:”! ! ! !” 

“Who… are you talking to?”This time, even Bi Lan was stunned. … 

“Waiter…” 

“Li Jiayi! ! ! ! !” 


